Editorial

VERANDA is where exceptional taste lives. By delivering style,
home, garden, entertaining, art, and travel content through a
sophisticated, authoritative lens, VERANDA invites a community of
engaged tastemakers to celebrate the very best in gracious living.
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The fragrant spring flower
is abundant in Germany’s
Breidings Garden, a public
woodland park in Lower
Saxony dating to the mid
1900s. Known there as
Maiglöckchen (“little May
bells”), lily of the valley is
prized for its association
with Ostara, the goddess
of spring and renewal,
with the emerald leaves
symbolizing hope.
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1. Cole & Son Jaspe
wallpaper, to the trade;
kravet.com. 2. Biron Strie
Check fabric, to the trade;
stroheim.com. 3. Monogram
linen napkin, $80; lorijayne
.com. 4. Colefax & Fowler
Ditton Stripe wallpaper,
to the trade; cowtan.com.
5. Ian Mankin Suffolk Small
Gingham Check fabric,
to the trade; claremont
furnishing.com. 6. Stafford
Leaf wallpaper, to the trade;
dufourwallpapers.com.
7. Bourg-Joly Malicorne
fruit bowl, $166; john
derian.com. 8. Lily of the
valley paperweight, $46;
johnderian.com. 9. Bourg-Joly
Malicorne Chevet serving
plate, $105; marymahoney
.com. 10. Pont Aux Choux
dessert plate, $31; gien.com.
11 and 12. Violet Sparkle
and Fantasy Blue paints,
$63 per gallon; benjamin
moore.com. 13. Porcelain
lily of the valley bunch,
$3,900; vladimircollection
.com. 14. Lily of the Valley
custom stationery, price
upon request; stephanie
fishwick.com. 15. Sanderson
Muguet fabric, to the trade;
stylelibrary.com. 16. Lily
of the Valley wallpaper,
to the trade; twigs
wallpaperandfabric.com.
17. Porcelain potted lily
of the valley, $6,500;
vladimircollection.com.
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Our new contributing editor,
Joy Moyler, on how she defines
luxury today, her top advice for
young designers, and why she’s
more optimistic now than ever

❖
A DOZEN WAYS TO FILL YOUR
ROOMS (AND YOUR VANIT Y,
A ND YO UR WORLD...)
WITH THE SPIRIT OF PARIS,
NO PA SSPORT REQUIRED

T

H I S S P R I N G , designer Joy
Moyler (@joymoylerinteriors)
discovered a new passion:
interviewing creatives on her
Instagram feed. “My goal was to shine a
light on their talents and journeys and
how they’ve seen their ways through challenges,” says Moyler, who will be sharing
her skills as a columnist for Veranda. First,
Moyler takes a turn in the hot seat.

CAFÉ
CULTURE,
EN SUITE
•

Growing up in New York, my parents
insisted on jaunts to different neighborhoods to experience varying cultures.

Maison Drucker debuts
headboards of lacquered
rattan as a dreamy encore
to their ubiquitous
bistro seating.

We would go to the Lower East Side, then
Little Italy, then to our favorite Indian
restaurant next to B. Altman. Now I’m not
afraid to talk to anyone. I think it can be
off-putting at first until people relax and
realize I’m just in conversation with them.

BELOW LEFT: A centuryold Japanese lacquer
box, given to Moyler
by her grandfather
BELOW RIGHT: Girl with the
Fro’ in the Know painting
by Moyler, March 2020

I love to cook. I really believe that

if everyone had an opportunity to
sit down at the table and share a
meal that lasted three days, it would
solve so many problems. That’s how
you really get to know one another.
“It’s only a paper moon…”

Sintra fabric, to the trade;
sisterparishdesign.com. Calamine No. 230 paint, from
$110 per gallon; farrow-ball
.com. Winthrop sconce, $625;
arteriorshome.com. Groussay
fabric, to the trade; cowtan
.com. Bel Tempo bedding,
from $124; matouk.com. Antibes side table, price upon
request; mrbrownhome.com.
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I break into song a lot. My dad always
said I am from another age because I
would get up at three a.m. to watch Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers movies.
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Even though my dad died 21 years ago,
most of my being thinks he is still here.

HAIR AND MAKEUP STYLING BY BETHANY TOWNES/ABTP;
BOX, DAVID A. LAND; ARTWORK COURTESY OF JOY MOYLER.

Lily of the valley flourishes on everything from
textiles to tableware, signaling a lovely extension
of its brief—but highly coveted—seasonal show.
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Sweet Spring Tidings

50

Moyler at home in
New Rochelle, NY,
where kayaking is her
antidote to NYC’s
concrete jungle

✦

“My mantra: Be kind to
everyone. You never know
who’s going to give you
your last drink of water.”
— D E S I G N E R J OY M OY L E R

I wear the watch that I gave to him one
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JOY OF DESIGN

A front-of-book feature that sets
the tone of the reader's journey,
offering a glimpse into the overall
issue theme, while drawing
product and color inspiration
from nature and landmarks.

Stylish new discoveries for now
and forever, encompassing
design, jewelry/watch, style,
travel, and beauty.

NEW in fall 2020, contributing
editor and interior designer
Joy Moyler interviews influential
personalities across design,
philanthropy, style, and business.

PLUS...
Not to be missed features in every issue, including By the Yard,
Field Trip, Finer Things, Style Revival, and Well Preserved.

CONTACT your VERANDA Sales Representative or Associate Publisher
David Hamilton at 212.649.7298 or DavidHamilton@hearst.com.
09.23.2020

